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1 ABSTRACT

\

Thefindiifgs of.eight reviews of process-product studies are),---,

synthesized: Ber1inlriand Rosenshine, 1977;,Pentra and Potter, 1977;

Gove,_1977; Medley, 1978; Rosenshine, 1976, 1977;.Soar, 1975; Soar and

Soar, t977. Results are organized under.the. main variable headinv of

time, instructional organization, monitoring, manageient, instruction,

and environment. The paper begins with a brief history of research on

teacher effectiveness, a description of the process-product paradigm,

and a discussion of some of the problems characterizing this tyge of

! research.

'
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INiRODUCTION

,Teacher effectiveness research has long octupied a central position

within the'broader field of.research on teaching. As Doyle (1977) points

out, studies which have attempted it) distinguish .superior from inferior

teachers have been cohducted sinceothe 1920g, increasing in number sino

the 1950s with the formation of the AERA Committee on Criteria of Teacher ,

Effectiveness (American Educational Repearch Association, 1953). For a

Lrief petiod, reports such as triose of Coleman, Campbell, Hobson,

MePartland, Mood, Weinf4d, And York (1966), Jencks, Smith, Acland, Bane,

Cohen) Gintis, Heyns, ahdMichelson (1972), and Hosteller and Moynihan

4972) raised doUbts about the influence of teachers on students' achieve-

ment in schools and led to

effectiveness research. Th

methodological grounds (e.g

.

controversy concerning the value of teacher

e reports, however, wer(pctiticiied on

. Centre & Potter, 1977; Mciartland, Epstein,

Karweit & Slavin,-1976), At the time of their 1977 review, Berliner and

Rosenshine

toward the

summarized 4e general feelings of

conclusions drawn in the'se reports

the research community

in saying that "it is no

longer acceptable to take seriously those who minimize the impact of the

teacher, on the students' acquisition of kntowledge" (p. 381). Investiga-

tions'of teacher performance have thus continued to flourish: The recent

emphasis given to the development of performance- and competency-based

approaches to teacher education, evaluation, andaccpuni.ability highlights

the importance of the teache? effectiveness question in current research.



Because of its long history, research on teacher.effectiveness has

taken several fools. Early research attempts f4pused primarily on

discovering desirable teacher characteristics, which most*often were

inferred irom ratings giiicn to teachers by students or principals.
1

Xs Medley (1978) notes, what

prescritAons resembling boy

tedcher is warm, attractive,

resulted from these early stAdies were

scout laws for teachers:such as "a

ana kind." Research.of this type continued

until the 1950s and, although interesting, produced relatively few out,-
1,

comes that could systematically be applied in evaluating.techer'effec-,

tiveness.. Dunkin and Biddle (1974) quote the Committee on Ciiteria of

Teacher Effect eness (ARA, 1953) in addressing the inadequacy of early

research:

The simple fact of the matter is that after 40 years of research
on teacher dffectiveness duriog which a vait number of studies
have been carried,out, ne can point to few outcomes that a
superintendent of schools can 'safely employ in hiring a teacher .

or granting him tenure, that An agency can employ in certifying .

teachers, or that a teacher-education faculty can employ in
planning or improving teacher4ducation programs. (p. 657)

4

Among the reasons for the failure of this research to produce useful

infOrmation, Dunkin and Biddle (1974) note the following: (1) failure

to observe teaching actfkrities; (2) thpretical'iMlooverishment, (3)

use of inadequate criteria o(,effectiveness, and (4) lack of concern

for conteXtual effects.
Ad.

-

During the late 1950s, researchers initiated changes in an attempt.

to address these problems. The most isignificapt departure from earlier



research was the relative

teacher characteristics,

abandonment of efforts to discover specific

For the first time, researchers began to

focus on tHe acttal pr6cesses that characterize teaching in the class-

room. ,They began to rely.heavilylon observational techniques to deline-.

ate teaching behaviors, and on objective measures of student outcomes

to differentiate between desirable and undesirable teaching practices:

The goal of research on teacher effectiveness for about ihe past two'

decades h4s thus been to establish relationships between.teaching be-

haviors (and mite recently,'student behaviors) and student ichi;vement

in.cogni4ye and affective areas. :lhe term "process-product" has been

applied to this research because it atteMpts to relate classroom processes

to student proddcts (Rosnihine, 1971).

Aigreat number of process-product'studies have been condUcted since

the fifties. Duniin and Biddle (1974) noted at the time of their review

that hundreds of studies of teacher effectiveness had been pdblished

which used classroom observation techniques. .They further commented

that the need to evaluate the findings of these studies had made reviews

. of the literature in the field "almost yearly events" (e.g., Withal'
A

60; Medley & Mitzel,"1963; Meux, 1967; Biddle, 1967; Nuthall, 1968,
4

70; Flanders & Simon, 1970; Rosenshine, 1971; Rosenshine & Furst, 1973).

Since Dunkin and Biddle's (1974) review, several large-scale studies

have been conducted (e.g, McDonald & Elias, 1975; Soar, 1973) which

have contributed substantially to the knowledge base in process-product

Mk 'research. Accordingly, reviews of the literature have continued to



flourish. in order to help assess and integrate the results presented in

these reports (e.g., Rosenshine, 1976, 1974 Cow, 1977 Contra & Potter,

1977; Berliner kiosenshine, 1977; Medley, 1978b).

This paper takes the review process one step further. 'Ist,attem ts

to syathesime the conclusioes drawn by recent (since 1975) reviewers

of the literature in order to arrive at an even more integrated view

of die,state of the art of process-product'research. (Recent reviews

are looked at exclusively, sit4t these most clearly reflect current ,

thinking.) More specifically, there were two primary reasons why this

review was initiated. First, the review was initiated to facilitate

the efforts of the Basic Skills Component by providing a concise add

well-integrated-presentation of the results of teacher effettivedise

research which could be used to assist practitioners in, developiug their

capabilities to improve instruction in schools. Second,.it was felt

gthat a review of this type could assist members of the educational

iesearch community asses's recent progress made on the teacher-effective-

nese, question and subsequently help guide future research.

The paper begins with a brief explanation of the process-product

paradigm and a discussion of some problems current4 affesciing reseJrch

on teacher effectiveness.

10
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1
THE PROCESS-PRODUCT PARADIGM

Doyle (1977) writes cogently on the underlying assumptions, effec- .

'tiveness, and recent directions of the process-product phradigm. Most

of the information ie this section has been taken from his paper aleheugh

chapter 3 from Dunkin and Biddle (1974) has contributed significantly.

As stated in the introduction, the teacher effectiveness question

within the process-product paradigm is defined in terms of relationships

between teacher classroom behaviors.(processes) and measures of student

learning outcomes (products). Doyle citea Gage (1963) in saying that
. 4

this approach is based On. ,t0 -factor Periterion-ef-effectiveness" ,

4

, V

ture-itat-reiptea taac er liiiAtly 'neptdicilors
, .

: ,
AA.14.

effectivenessE'. Doyle presents Rosenshine's (1971) descripiion of the =

basic stages ofa procass-product study:

(1) the development of an instrument which can be used
systematically to record the frequency of certain specified
teaching behaviors; (2) use of the instrument to record
classrooi behaviors of teachers and their pupils; (3) a

ranking of the classreome according to a measure of pupil
achievement adjusted for initial difference among the
classes; and (4) a determination of the behaviors whose
frequency of occurrence is related to adjusted class
achievement scores. (p. 18)

Drawing from Gage's (1966) work,,Doyle notes that the results of

process-product inquiries are expected to have direct praciical applica-

tion for teacher education and school improvement efforts in addition

to providing information in response to purely theoretical research

questions. He comments that these practical considerations have

5



influenced research in.this field by "directing choices about which

process dimensions to measure, which to manipulate, and how to interpret

the findings" (p. 6).
no,

"Process variables" as defined by Dunkin and Biddle (1974) are based

upon "all of the observable behd(rs of,teachers and pupils rather than

upon only thOse that are productive of pupil growth or upon intangible

4
or unobservable relationships between teachers and pupils" (p. 44).

This, however, should.not be taken to mean that the effedts of student

behavior or teacher behayior (or vice verse) are discounted, but rather-

that in order for,such effects to be considered true process variables,

they must be able to be measured by overt behavioral signs.. This dis-

.Ah

Unction is an important one. Since the onset of process-product

research, primarily because of the emphasis on teacher effeCtiveness

research, classroom processed have been defined in terms of teacher

classroom behavior. Although Dunkin and Biddle include pupil behavior

in their definition, little attention has been given to'such processes,

or to the causal "mediating" relationships between teaéher behavior

and pupil behavior, until iecently (Anderson, 1977; Centre 6 Potter,

1977; Doyle; 1977). I'volving paradigms for "teacher effectivopness"

research are modifying the prodess-product model to incorporate such

mediating variables.

"Product variables,n again as defined by Dunkin and Biddle (1974),

refer to the outcomes of teaching, i.e., to "those changes that code

about in pupils as a result of their involvement in classroom activities

6



with teachers and other pupils" (p, 46). The product variables most

apften investigated are those that measure short-term learning in a sub-

lect matter, usually reading or. mathematics. Some researchers, however,
4

. (e.g.,' Medley,.1978b) suggest that Product'variables should reflect

long-term gains in studies whose reaults are to be used.for answering

the teacher eifivenass question.

Figure l'presents "a model for..61e study of clasAroom,teaching" as
.1

presented iy Dunkin and Biddle (1974 P. 38). , Although,models are chang-

ing .(e.g., to include ecological approathes.to research), the model

offered by Dunkin and Biddle is generally most representative of the main

lines of'thinking about teacher effectiveneag rlsearch during the past

'twenty years.

0
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PROBLEMS AFFECTING PROCESS-PRODUCT RESEARCH

Researchers of teacher effectiveness, especially for the past two

decades...,have been motivated by the desire to transform teaching into

an empiritally based science, and by the belief that the process of

teaching is.amenable to scientific inquiry, namely that the activities

of teaching are rational events which are observable and quantifiable

and which have discoverable causes and effects (Dunkin & Biddle, 1974).

Given the problems which.characterized earlier research on teacher

effectiveness efforts, process-product research has contrAuted signifi-

cfntly to the start of an empirical knowledge base of ettective teaching

.

behaviors. However, as the researchers themselves admit, problems.of

productivity, methodology, and theory plague this rype of research.

A brief discussion of .these problems is included here to alert the

reader to their'existence and to provide.a more realistic basis by which

to assess the conclusions presented in the paper. Many researchers have

described the problems affecting process-product research (Centre &

Potter, 1977; Berliner, 1976; Doyle, 1977; Dv.akin & Biddle, 1974;

McDonald & Elias, 19751 Medley, 1978b). Ance Berliner's (1976) paper

deals exclusively with the formulatinu of these problees and incorporates

most of the issues addressed by other 'researchers, the discussion'which

fo'llows is based primarily n his writing.

According to Berliner 76), the.problems which characterize process-
,

product research may be divided into-three categories: instrumentation,

methodology and analysis. Problems with.instrumentation refer to



difficulties encountered in clearly defining and operationalizing

dependent and independent variables. In the case of dependent variables,

ihe question is one of finding appropriate instruments to assess the

effects of teaching. As Berliner points out, if off-the-shelf standard-

ized tests are used, one.runs the risk of riot measuring the actual

content that was taught in the classroom. Results nay show weak correla-

tions between teaching processes and student achievement merely because

the tests used to measure achievement are "more reactive to family back-

ground and ethnicity than they (are) to instiuctional events" (p. 6).

If tests for.special teaching units* are designed to help ensure that

the tests being used are content valid for a particular classroom, then

the alternate problem which surfaces is one of_reliability. Are measures

of teacher effectiveness arrived at during a short period of.time appro-

priate for longer periods? Finally, dependent measures rarely address

simultaneously what students learn and what they feel about that learning

a situation'which, Berliner'feels, provides an unrealistic view of

students' perception qf learning in schools.

fiist problem connected with independent variablea used in

teacher effectiveness studies is with the "appropriateness of teacher

behavior" as defined by Berliner or, simiarly, the "context of behavior"

according to Medley (1978a). The concern here is with the type of

* Teaching units are specially designed mini-courses which can be used
to try to control what teacher& teach and what stuants are exposed to.

.1
t!:'



observation instruments used in process-product research. These

typically code only the frequ6cy of teacher behaviors; they are not

constructed to record the teacher's intent or purpose for eliciting

certain behaviors, or to take into account the context of.behavior.

As a result, the iull implications of teacher behaviors are not

studied and, in fact, results which are obtained are often inaccurate

or misleading. The second.problem is that of determining.the appro-;

priate unit of analysis for the independent variable. As Berliner

notes, researchers are very aware.of the difficulties in deciding

on the relative appropriateness of different.characterizations of

independent variables (for instance, should they consider the

single.teacher question as-the unit of analysis or the quedtion

along with the wait-time?). A third problem with defining'independent

40 variablea concerns the stability of teadter,behavior. Berliner (1976)

suggests that much more cust,be learned about "which teacher behaviors

fluctuate, and how and why they fluctuate over time, settings, cur-

ricula, and populations" (p. 9) befoie valid claims can be aade

aboUt the relationships between teacher behaviors and student ouicemes.

A second set of loOsely related problems and issues deals with

methodology. The most pervasive of the problems in this group is one

whici has received much discussion and caused much cOntroversy, namely,

the problem of estimating how-much one can legitimately expect

teachers and schools to influence student achievement. The reports

of Coleman et al. (1966), Jencks et al. (1972), and Hosteller and

17
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MOyn4ban (1972),.although criticised on both methodological and sta-

tistical grounds (e.g., Beyliner'& Rosenshine, 1977; McPartland et

al" 1976; Spady, 1976), imply that schools have minimtl effect on

studeht achievement, and that factOrs such as intelligence, ethnicity

and socioeconomic status are the major determinants of school outcomes.

A second related Methodological problem concerns the subject

matter(s) in which student achievement ie expected; or at least tested

fors, in, teadher effectiveness studies. Based on the indings of the

International. Education Association (IEA) .cross-cultural study of

student achievement (Pcistlethwaite, 1973), performance:in sajects

like reading and social.studies is influenced to a large extent by

home variables, more so than achievement in curriculum areas 114

phystcs ed French which are more likely to be influenced by differ--

ent01 cla sroon Instruction. Betliner cautions thsit researchers

should perhaps discontinim the use of achieveaent measures *areas
0

such as,reading (one of theMost common.areas students are tested in)

and concentrate on areas whe4 the greatest teacher effects might'
'1

be seen.

Another issue which Berliner (1976) and Medley (978a) di:;cuss

arises from the fact that much of the research on teaiher effttiveness
.

is norm-refeeenced. Because of the normative nature of these studies,

some teachers will always appear.ep be better than others, but in
,

fact the entire sample may be poor whenljudged against an absolute

standard. MediOy highlighti this problem by asking: (1) Row gdod

do we want effective'teachers to be? and (2) Will resettrchers and all

12 /8
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others interested in improving teaching acce,t. levels of teaching

established throtigh such studies as represerAing.competent teaching?

Berliner suggests that when speaking of tegc er competence researchers

'should refersto "moreand less effective" telL'Iers rather than using .

the teris effective and ineffective, which impl, that teachers are

sbeing judged against an absolute standard.

Four final methodological issues ihat need to be mentiolkrare:
r

1. The very nature of teacher effectiveness research masks teachiag
behaviors that are differentially effective for pupils of
differing aptitudes, styles,.personalities, snd traits;

0 1

Typical research-of-teaching designs do noC iake into account the
fact that teacher behavior does not influence student achieve-.
meat diiectly but is tediated by. the student's own behaviors
and pere4tions;

.3. Definitions of indepe ndent variables often lack the precision
needed to measure theit occurfence adequately;

4. The quesi/Sh exists as'to whether teachers maintain the sime
level of effectiveness over time and over subject matter areas..

In discussing statistical problems related to research on teacher

. -

effectiveness, Berliner (1976) points out that the issue .is one of

how to measure change without a true experimental design. He comments

thatA although a whole ränge of statistical techniques has lieen ,

examined, these still fall short of providing very reliable results.

Finally, a problem which results from all the other issues des-

4cribed is low productivity. Although process-product studies.are

numerous, their results are often disparate, not Comparable, or at

worst invalid, making it difficult for conclusions to be drawn.

.. 144151w-I
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Consequently, after many years of.zeilirch, relatively few definitive

statements can be made about effective teachiii. As Centre and Potter

(1977) 'comment, however,

although research has not provided a (sound) foundation for
plenning empirically based change, it has yielded . . . sign- v
,posts on which.significant progress can be based. The admin-
istrator planning for educational improvement in schoOls
would be well advised to begin planning from this base. (p. 32)

Centre and Potter's position reflects the.one taken in this paper in

fa4empting tC pvesent a synthesis of the findings'of process-product

-research which may be used by prsgtitioners for'school improvement.

N.

-7\
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. A SYNTHESIS OF PROCESS-PRODUCT RESULTS

4

The findings of eight reviews of the literature will be synthe-

sized in this section. Where appropriate, the studies,on which the

reviewers have based their conclusions will be Specified so as not

to.create whet Medley (1978b) refers to as "a spurious consistencyC
0

in appearance," i.e., a situatio n which results gain in credibility

. - because several reviewers havet.iewed and based their conclusions

on the results of the same studies. Conclusions about effective4

teachintpractices that relate to student outcomes in areas other

than reading or mathematics will not.be presented, *since the purpose
S.

of the paper is to synthesize findings exclusively in these two

areas. The findings of the synthesis are reported by variable. No

particular iatiable classificatIon system found in the literature has.
0

been used, e.g., the Cooley-Lohnes (1976) constructs and variables,

McDonald's (1975) variable classification system, or Medley's (1978b)

classifications. Rather, the results of the reviews were allowed"to

speak for themselves and suggest their own organieation.

Thigesection is headed by a brief description of the reviett

/2
inCluded in the synthesis,-in which the revielaters' purposes, approaches,

and constraints are discussed. In addition, where it seems to be

warratited, criticisms or cautions raised agaipst the reviews are

noted.

od,

13

21
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the Revierls

Anyone interested in process-product research through the years

has come to depend on the reviews of Barak Rosendhine. The findings.
W

. of two reviews that he has atifthored (Rosenshine, 1976, 1977) and

one that he has co-authored with David Berliner (Berliner 6 Rosen-

shine, 1977) have been included in the synthesis. Although Rosen-

shine has had other reviews which are frequently quoted in the

literature (Rosenshine, 1971; Ropenshine 6 Futst, 1973), these have '

not been conadered since they reflece less recent tiai;:s of thought

and do not aummarize'results of several key studies conducted since

the tildes of their publidation. The three reviews o,hich have been

included ard related substantively to,one another, 01 two 1977
i

1--------4l
ticles expanding and.clarifying the earliekr one.

The objective of ihe 1976 review, which appears in the NSSE

yearbook of that year, 1.8.to describe the major receni studies in

classroom instruction and their results. Reviews of redults on six

variables are o red: time spent, contepte2overed, work groupings,

fteacher questio , child responses, and adult feedback. The first

three of these variables were selected siay, according.to Rosenshine,

they.appear to be important and are frequently-overlooked in classroom

research. The last three variables ware selected because they have

frequently been studied in classroom research. Most of the resuits

which Rosenshine summarizes in this review come from the Follow
.0

Through studies of Stallings and Kiskowitz (1974) and Soar (1973),

e

/11
16
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and from the Texas Teacher Effectiveness Study by Brophy and EvertsOn.

(1974). An attempt is madelto integrate the results for esch variable

into a "Direct Instructional.Model." .Roseilshine e4iicitly states

St thi bagIn1g of the review that its scope is deliberately limited

to primary-grade instruction in reading and mathematics for children

of-low socioeconomic status in order:to achieve ra sharper focus."

This, however, is alpo,due to the characteristics of the samples in

the studies on which Rosenshine focuses.

The article by Berliner and Rosenshine (1977), which appears AO

a chapter in Schooling and the Actiiiiition"ablexs440±, preeents.

a description of how knowledge is acquired in the classroom. The

authors begin the review by stating that attempts to study knowledge

acquisition must, at a minimum, "focus on the curriculum to by taught,

the method by which inforMetion is communicated, and the teachdr's

role in fosteriig the acquisition of knowledge and. skills so that

classroom instruction is interestini, comprehensible, and pleasant"

(p. 375). The review discusses results for essentially the same

types of.variables found in the earlier review, although the autliors

. also draw from the resul of two'new studies: McDonald (1975)! and

Tikunoff, Berliner, an Rist (1975). Commenting on the article,

Phillip W. Jackson (1977)I of the University of Chicago states that

Berliner and Rosenshine have been too optimistic in theirisppraisal of

the results of research and suggests that researchers of teaching

should reevaluate their techniques and perhaps also their goals.

17



The third review by Rosenshine, which was presented at the 1977

annual meeting of the Anerican Educational Research Association, is

essentially a summary of the previous two reviews. At the beginning

of the artiile, Rosenshine notes that three major changes in thinking

have occurred since 3,973 with respect to ,the types of inq ies

researcheri believe wi11. suggest the most productive instructional

strategies:

0
sok

1. An increased focus on.student variabreq such as content
covered (or opportunity to learn). end student attention to
relevant academic activitles,

tA ponvergence otresults supporting several components of
, Akmodel,of "direct instruction," and

'3. N information on the proportion of student time spent
in seatwork and in discussion, with implications for the
rale of the teacher. (kosenshine, 1977, pp. 1-2)

The review conducted by Doris Gow,(1977) of the pearning Reseatch
106,

and Development Center (University.of Pittsburgh) was commissioned

by ihe Pennsylvania School Improvement Program (P1p), a consortiume

of agencies that work cloeely with schools to help them use research

and delielopment information for self-improvement. A synthesis of

a

research was needed in'order to more knowledgeably prescribe impyovement

strategies for target schiwls. The approach of the review is thus very

practical. Research information is limited to the basic skills areas and

is presented according to the Cooley-Lohnea (1976) constructs: opportunity,

motivators, structure, and instructional events.

A paper preppred by John A. Centre and.David A. Potter (1977)
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for Research for Better Schools as part of their study of school va-iables,

begins with st justification of,a within-school (as opposed to aibetween-

school) approacfi to the study of instructional.variables. The discussion

of within-scho91 factors is further organized according to school vari-

ables and teacher variables. The review ooncludes with.a lengthy dis-

cussion of the implications of the results presented for ptactice

and reseatch.

A paper by Robert Soar (1975), and one by Robert Soar. and Rath

Soar (1977) suimarize finding's or four o; those-auth rs' previous

istudies of teacher efftctiven e s. The more recent paper reiterates

the'conclusions presented in the earlier paper by presenting a para..

digm for thinking about classroom management and environment. The.

four studies, whose results were integrated, are as follows:

Study SC'3-6 (Soar, i966t 1968) involved fifty-five urban
classrooms.in central Sonth Caroline, grades throethrough
six, all white pupils/ spanning all socioeconomic levels
'but with the upper levels overrepresented. Study FT 1
(Soar & Soar, 1972) involved twenty first grade classrooms 1\,_
in Project Follow Thx..4.4h, with both black and,white pupils,
predominantly disadvantbged. Study Fla 5 (Soar & Soar,
1973) involved fifty-nine fifth grade classrooms in notth
Florida, including all levels of socioeconomic status but
with the lower level more strongly represented, and was
divided approXimat y evenly between black and white, boys
and girls, rura and urban. Study Fla 1 (Soar & Soar, 1973)
also from no Florida, had twenty-two first grade urban
classrooms, with black and white pupils, spanning the socio-
economic status levels. (Soar & Soar, 1977, p. 1)

The most recent review and the last of those included in the syn-

thesis, is that of Donald Medley (1978b), which :no commissiOned by the

'411'1*,



Committee on Performance-Bssed Teacher Education (PBTE) of the

AmericaeAssociation of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE).

In the.words of the author, the primary purpose of the report is

"to provide the teacher educator with access to the meaningful

findings of research 'in teacher effectil6ness" Otedley,'1978b, p. 1).

It is helpful to not9, however, that Medley acknowledgewthe interim

nature of the findings and explicitly states that he ht attempted

to present, information which can be used to improve teacher education

,now while researchers strive for mor; definitive results. -

Medley's approach to the reView is unique(and demands some

explanation. Froman 'original list of 732 stuaies Oiscussing.effective

tdaching vracticis, 289 remained after an initial weeding-out pro-

cess that rejected studies primarily if they reported.no original

%research, i.e., if they were reviewS of the literature or,discussed what

good teachers shoula do without presenting data. The 289 items

-which remained-were examined for the type of process-product relation-

ships they reported. Pour criteria were used in deciding whether a

relationship should be included in the rev-Lew:

1. The study from which a relationship came.had to,be.
designed so that the relationship was generalizable
to same population of teachers :larger than the sample
studied.

2. The re4tionship had to be both reliable enough to be
statistically significant and large enough to be practieally
significant.

3. The measure of teacher effectiveness had to be based on
long-term pupil gains in achievement areas recognized,as
important goals of education.

9,Pip
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4. The process measure had to-specify the behaviors exhibited
in such a pay that they could be reproduced as
desired. (Medley, 1978b, p. 5)

After these criteria had been,applied to all tbe relationships

reported between teacher behaviors and pupil outcomes, 613 relationships

remainel,,coming from just 14 of the 289 studies. These 14 studies

are: Arophy and Evertson.(1974); Bemis and Luft (1970); McDonald
2

,and Elia (1976);lairis' ad'Serwer (1966); Harris, Morrison, Serwer

and Gold ( .68); Good and Grouws (1975); Soar (1966, 1973); Soai

and Soiir'(1972, 1973); Stallings and Kaskowitz (1974); Solomon and

Kendall (1974; Spaulding (1965); #d Coker, Lorentz, and Coker (1976).

;

In the review, relationships are presented in tables to.enable

readers to draw their own conclusions. Medley, however, also offers

hitown intepretation of the findings, organizing behaviors which

differentiate between effective and ineffective teachers into ,three

constructs: (1) maintenance of learning environment, (2) use of pupil

time, and (3) quality of instruction.

Another unique feature of this publication is the inclusion in

an appendix of the comments addressed to the 'first draft of the

paper by a reytew panerof experts set up by the PBTE Committee to

assist Medley in W,F1 tdsk. The comments, most of which are highly

*cqmplimentary, provide an immediate source to which the reader may

turn for elucidation and appraisal. Although these4comments will not

be summarized here, one raised by several reviewers is worth noting.

In drawing his own conclusions, Medley suggests that different types of

S.
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instruction appear to be differentially effective for students.-

of low and high socioeconomic status. Several reviewera note

that, although this may be essentially true, several factors must

be considered which may be operating idmaking.them true (e.g.,

language, cultural differences; nutrition).. In addition, such findings ,

seem potentially dangerous if they are misinterpreted and not pro.;...

perly elaborated.

thesist

In trying to integrate the varied results of process-product

. research into larger and more meaningful pattern's, individual reviewers,

as would be expected, have developed different constructs or organi-
,

zational schemes in which to fit the findings. 'Medley (1978b),

for instance, fits results that relate to work groupings within the

-

larger organizational variable "use of pupil time," whereas Rosenshine

(1976, 1977) summarizes findings for work groupings along with several

othar variables, under the variable "direct instruction."

The synthesis presented here has tried to ignore the various organi-

zational variables employed by the different-reviewers and, instead,

has let the results suggest their own schemes. When all is said and

done.the fact remains that research results could probably be organized

in a different way by anyone undctraking such 'a task. This, however,

is not as disheartening as it first sounds, since with each new attempt

. to make sense out of process-product data, new insights may be found

-or newideas suggested which may extend current thinking.

22.
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Time

The concept of time in various forms energes as one of the

most discussedsand perhaps one of the.most ctitical variables

' relating to student achievement.

The Atriable.of absolute time spent in school, although riot a

process variable, -is briefly discussed.here to lend perspective to

the rest of the discussion of time. Rosenshine (1976), who draws

on the work of Wiley and Harnischfeger (1974) and Harris et al.

(1968), and Gow (1977), who also looks at the study by Wiley and

Harnischfeger and to one by-Bond and Dykstra (1967), conclude that

the totai.amount of time spent in school (calculated from such

indices as average daily attendance, length of schOol day, and,length

of school year) is positively related to achievement in reading and

mathematics. The variable of absolute time spent in school seems

.important in helping to determine irltructional success.

An e'ven more striking determinant of success, however, judging

from the conclusions drawn by Berliner and Rosenshine (1977), Gow

(1977), Rosenshine (1976, 1977), and Medley (1978b) is the use of

absolute time in the classroom. Drawing heavily from the results

of the Follow Through Study of Stallings and.Kaskowitz (1974), but

also on the works of Bloom (1076), Harris and Serwer (1966), McDonald

and Elias (1976), and Soar (1973), the reviewers conclude that greater

student outcomes are achieved when time ,n class is spent on task-

related "academic" activities rather than on nonacademic activities.

23
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Thus, greater amounts of time spent in the classroom on reading

and arithmetic and lesser amounts of time spent on such activities

as arts and crafts, music, and dancing were found to correlate

with .higher achievement scores in reading and arithmetic. As

Rosenshine (1976) states, the results suggest that "the stronger

the academic emphasis,.the stronger the academic results" (p, 343).

In a later paper (Rosenshine, 1977), he warns, howsver, that the

critical variable in terms of time usage is not how much time is

aliotted for academic instruction, but.irather the actual number of

minutes students-are actt ly engaged, in the learning tag( ai hand.

Gow (1977) in. her review notes some interesting findings from

a 'palier by Guthrie (in press) on the effects of instruCtional time

on.reading. She notes that in duthrie's study of sixth iraders more.

instructionil time benefitted low4pS children in word recognitipn

and comprefiension, but that increoing amounts of time did.not benefit.

middle SiS children and had inconsistent impact on high SES children.

These findings are interesting when Soar s vork (See Soar, 1975 and

Soar & boar, 1976) is considered... Soar suggests that increasing

the amount of time Spent on academic activities may only produce marginal

returns, i.e., that the functiOn relating time-on-task to student

achievement is curvilinear. Guthrie's finding that greater amounts

of instructional time were.beneficial for low SES children seems con-

sistent with the findings of the other studies.noted, whose samples

consisted mostly of low SES children.

24
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Instructionel quanization

Instructional organization refers here to the ways teachers

.group students for instructioi. Berliner and Rosenshine (1177),

Gow (19717), Medley (1978), and Rosenshine (1976, 1977), looking

primarily at the'results of the Stallings and Kadkowitz (1174) study,

conclude that the most effective organization has the teacher working

with small groups of three to.seven children or with large'groups

of eigpt or more children. The reviewers note that ih this study,

instances of children working alone or of one or two children working

with the.teacher were consistently negatively correlated with

achievement.

HOnitoring .
a

Integrally related to the findings concerning work groupings

are results that suggest that higher achievement'lains are obtained

when students' work in groups is stipervised by the teieher. Medley

(1978b),"Ropenshine (1976, 1977) and Soar (1977), drawing primarily

from the work of Soar (1973), note that when students work in groups

under adult supervisibn, correlations with achievement are positive

and'often significant.

Results pertaining to the monitoring of seat'work, which essen-
,-

tially may be considered a type of grouping, are consistent with those

reported for small groups. Berlinroand Rosenshine (1977), Medley

(1978b), and Rosenshine (1977) address these findings. Basing their
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conclusions on the works of Coker, Lorentz, and Coker (1976),

McDonald and Elias (1976), Soar (1973), and Stallings and Easkowitz

(1974) they note that achievement is lower in ciasSes which

display the largest amounts of Unsupervised seatwork. As Rosen-

shine (1977) poivr.s out, results from the Studies of Maonald and

'Was (1976) and Stallings and Kiskopitz (1974) imply that unsupervised

students are less academical:4T engaged'w1th their tasks than super-
/

vised Studentss'a fact that may partially account for the :negative

correlations With schieveient. In the same paper, Rosenshine also

citelt.the studiee of Brophy and.Evertson (1974) and .COod and-Grows
. /

(1975) Alia found that teacher initiated cimtacts 4utihs asatwork.

r

were negatively related to achievement gain, whereas student initiated

contacts were positively correlated with achievement. It wOuld seem,

as Rosenshine suggests, that the availabilitY of the teacheifor

answering qstións is Very important to the success of seatwork

act jvi-ties.çThe "covere; suimrvision provided in such settings may

be the correct amount and type needed for effective instruction:

tana semen t

Whereas' Monitoring refers more to the sUpervising behaviors

'teachers:perform, management refers collectively to all the behaviors

teachers exhibit to form the ground rules by which instruction and

interaction occur in'the classroom. Rosenshine (1977) Soar (1977)

and Medley (1978b) discuss findings which relate to this variable.

3
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Rosenshine (1977), it. addressing teacher roles, draws from

the results of studies by Stallings and Kaskowitz (1970, Soar

(1973), and Solomon and Kendall (1976). He notes that teachers

who played the role of strong leaders in their classrooms, L.e,

"directed activities without giving their students.choices, approached

the Subject.matter in a direct, business-rTke wayo'organized learning

around questions.they posed, and occupied the center of attentionV

. (p. 11), were the most successful in.achiewing student gains. Thc

data thus suggest that more effective teachers exert the rOle of a

powerful leader in oider to manage the tasks and interactions of th6

claisroom.
le

. .

Rosenshine (1977) reinforces the notion of strong teacher.control'
If

by first citihg results,fromithe stay by Soar (1973) -in which

student free choice, student limited choice and free work groups

related to lower achievement, and secondly from the.study by Stallings

and Kaskowiiz (1974), in which student selection'0 seating and work

groups, and among several concurrent activities producectnegative

correlations with achievement pin. Both the Soar (1973) and the

S.tallings and Kaskowitp (1974) data were obtained for children df

Ling *SES. Another study which Rosenshine discusses (Solomon & Kendall,

1976) yielded similar results with children of middle SES. The study
1

showed that classroomwin which students were allowed to choose their

own activities, and were dependent on the class rather than on the

tea her for planning, were disorderly and noisy, and were characterized

by low achievement gains.

_1, 12s.
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Soar (1977); in 'reviewing his own studies, came to essentially

the same conelUsions as Rosenshine did, but elaborated those

conclusions by noting that ah intermediate position with respect

io teacher control is associated vith.the greatest pupil gains.

He duggests that neither extreme.degrees of teacher control nor extre#

*mounts of pup freedom and.free choice are functional, again rein-

foicing his not n Of the curvilinearity of many functions relating

classroom processes to student achievement.

Medley's..(1978b) findings from three studies (Brophy & Rvertson,

1974; Coker, Lorentz, & Coker,.1976; Harris & Seryer, 1966) suggesi

that teachers'of.classrooma showing high achievement gains devote

less time to management than teachers of.low achieving classrooms.

In addition, findings imply that more effective teachers use lesser

amounts of criticism to cpontrol their classrooms and depend instead

on a much more varied set of madageriat techniques.

Results synthesized in this section reflect any relationships

found between the content of instruction and student gain. Content

of instruction, as used here, refers to any materials, patterns of

sequencing and organization, methods of questioning, and the like

that characterize the transmissioR (and reception) of information in

the classroom.

The first variable of importance is what Rosenshine (1976; 1977)

has termed "content covered" when referring to the opportunity.students

28
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haft to learn the content on which they will be tested. .

Rosenshine (1976), citing data from Harris and Server (1966) andr

Pidgeon (1970)* and iNhe 1977 paper, citing results from

MCDonald and Elias (1976), concludes that the amount of a subject

covered is criticil in determining student performance. Reduced to

staple terms, these findings suggest that, if a stud:nit has not

been taught what he or she is being tested for, then achievement will

be low. Cooley and teinhirdt.(1975) address this issue,by creating

. a process variable category termed "criterion-relevant instruction,"

which refers to the degree to which a curriculum teaches wbst tests

of achievement measure.

*Basing his conclusions on the studies of Soar (1972, 1973),

Stallings and Kaikowitz (1974), and Coker, Lorentz., and Coker (1976),
4c,

Medley states that effective teachers of low SES pupils ask more

lower order questions than ineffective teachers do, whether outcomes

are computed for reading or arithmetic. From the Brophy'and EvertsOn

(1974) study, he concludes effective teachers also ask fewer.questions

that offer a limited choice of answers.

Medley also presents interesting results concerning the effective-

ness of different teacher reaction patterns to pupil resionses. He

notes that in three studies--one a doctoral dissertation (Perham, 1973)

and two from the-fourteen he included in his analysis (Soar, 1973;

Brophy 6 Evertson, 1974)--results indicate that'effective teachers

'(of low SES.pupils) are less likely to elaborate or discuss pupil

answers than.are ineffective teachers. Medley states that there is some

29
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evidence (Stallings & Kaskowitz,.1974; BrophyEvertson, 1974) that

4:effective teachers acknowledge the pupil re onse or quickly pro-
.

vide feedback and then continue with the main task. In additIon,

Medley cites Coker, Lorentz, and Coker (1976), and Brophy and

Eyertson (1974) in saying that effective teachers are less likely

to listen or providekedback to pupil-initiated questiAs and

comments. A quotation from Medley summarizes the'questioning and

response behaviors f effective teacheri of low SES children.

It seems clear that in low SES classes at this (primary)
level, the competent teacher keeps ingeraction at a low
level of tomplexity-and7pupil initiative. /Re or she.does
not encOurage pupillaanalyze, synthesize, evaluate*
or Adeed to do any g but answer rather narrow %motions
asked by the teacher: The teacher who eneourages such
pupils to express themselves freely, to think, toluestion,
to distuss0.is not effective in teaching them to read or
do' arithmetic.. fiMedlel, 1978b, p. 17).

3

Results which are related to those found for teacher questiOning

and response patterns are those concerning child resi,onse patterns.

Drawing primarily from the study of Stallings and Kaskowitz (1974),

Rosenshine (1976) concludes that pupil responses to direct academic

questions provude significent and positive correlations with achieve-

ments, whereas pupil responses to nonacademic questions and to.open-

ended questions correlate negatively wAgh achievement: In addition,

he cites the study by Brophy and Evertson (1979 when he says that

the correctness of student answers was found to correlate differentially

with achievement for low and high OS children. For low SES children,

36
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the percent of correct answers significantly and positively correlated

with achievement, whereas /or high SES cldren, the percent of wropg

answers showed a significant and positive correlation. Rosenshine

interprets these results as suggesting that children of low SES

should be asked questions near their level of ability in order to

iicrease the probability of correct.responses. In contrast, children

of high SES should'be asked questions slightly above their ability

level, in. grder to challenge their thinking.

A. fourth variable, which.is also, related to the two that have

jut been discussed, concerns the types of teaching actitities that

occur in the classroom, or what Rosenshine (1976,1977) andllerliner

and. Rosenshine (1977) discuss under the heading "ways of spending

direct instructional time." -Looking at khe data from the Brophy

aid Evertson (1974) study, Rosenshine, Rosenshine and Berliner, and

Medley (1978b) tufts that low SES children profit more from seatwork
,

or individually prescribed learning activities, and do not benefit

from activities which'require oral responses. For children of high

SE0 the opposite of these results was found to be trut. 4
. .P,
--, --------#

. .
,

A final issue,that relates'to the form instruction takes in'the

classroom is structure. Berliner and Rosinshine (1977) present the

results of au ethnographic study conducted by Tikunoff, Berliner,

and Rist (1975) to suggest that lesson structure, "defined primarily

as the teachers' preparation of students for a particulir lesson"

(p. 362) is an important determinant of achievement. Teachers who
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were identified as effecave-in producing high student achievement in

,

the study informed students of the objectives of lessons, and of their

own expectationa.for achievement, and linked current leisons with
,

. material previously studied. Thus it seems,'as Berliner and Rosenshine

conclude, that structuring, or goal setting," relates significantly

to students' acquisition of knowledge.

-

BuYironment

Classroom. environment, perhaps one of the most frequently dis-
.

cussed issues in educational research, is the final variable for

which results will be presented. Envirdnment, in this section, refers

to all the behaviors which contribute to the support and enhancement

of the45tructional tasks in the classroom. Several reviewers

address this issue.

Medley.(1978b), looking at the studies of Stallings and Kaskowitz

0424, Harris and Serwer (1966),1and Brophy and Evertson (1974),

concludes that effative teachers use more.praise and positive moti-

vation in their interactions with students. In addition, he notes

that the results of one study (Stallings &.Kaskowitz, 1974) suggest
A

thai effective teachers use more toke6 Ainforcements in their class-

rooms. The results of another study (Brophy & Evertson, 1974) imply

that ineffective tedichers make more frequent use of such things as

gold stars and special privileges.

Rosenshine (1976, 1977) and Berliner and Rosenshine (1977) discuss

32



some other interesting findings of the Stallings and Kaskowitz study

with respect to the provision of feedback by the teacher. In the

Stallings and Xaskowitz study, data pertaining to student praise and

criticism wer4 categorized according to focus, either academic or

nonacademic. As the reviewers note, the'results ofithis study show

that both teacher Oraise and criticism directed toward students bre

effective When focused on academic activities. In contrast, teacher

feedback 4s negatively related to student achihvement when given.for

nonic#demic behaviors. The reader is reminded h ver, that the

satple for this study VAS composed of low SES etude ts. Consequently,

)3

results may only apply to this socioeconomic group. Some related

findings of Brophy and EvertsOn (1974), which Rosen bine (1976)'notes, .

do seem to add to the credibility of these resu ts. Rosenshine

.44

writes that in the Brophy and Eveitsen study,." thin the high sonic)-
. .

econohic status of classrooms, significant and ne alive correlations

with achievement were-obtained for (a) frequency of teacher questions

about self, (b) procednral contacts, as compared to substantive

contacts, and (c) student .initiated contacts involving personal concerns"

(p. 347). Negative but noti-silnificant correlations were fourd for

low SES students.

Soa s (1977) paper sh.ids some light on the differential utility

of posiii affect on low arid high SES children. Basing his conclusions

priMarily o the results of one of his studitts (Soar & Soar, 1973)0

he suigests th t high SES students learn better in classes in which
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teachers exhibit slight negative affect, whereas low SES students learn

lesti in this type of envircinment. He noies that Brophy and Evertson's

(1974) study revealed similar trends. ,

Rosenshine (1977) cites results of two studies'which add to our

uuderstending.of feedback, and more clearly specify the qualitie4 of

an effective c1asy#ropm environment. First, he notes the ethnopSphio

study.conducted by Tikunoff, Betlinar, and Rist (1975), in zigich

higher achieving.c1assrooms were characterized as being "convivial,

cooperative, democratic, and warm," whereas in the lower achieving

classrooms there.was more "belittling, shaming of students, ind the

use of sarcasm" (p. 20). In addition, Rosenshine-writes that

Solomon.and Kendall (1976) also found that teacher criticism of student

behavior, shouting, scolding, ridicule, and sarcasm were consistently

negatively related to achievement gain" (p. 20). .

Ons last finding is of interest; Medley (1978b) notes that
a

results of five stUdies (Soar, 1973; McDonald & Elias, 1976rBrophy

& Evertson, 1974; Bemis 4 Luft, 1970; Coker, Lventz, & Coker, 1976)

indicate that there is less deviant or disruptive behavior in the

classes of effective teachers.

a:64,47S.,
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SUMMARY REMARKS

Despite its many flaws, process-product research (especially

recent research) has produced a set of interim findings.that educators

ana admipistiators may find useful in improving instructional

practices in schools while awaiting more definitive results. In this

report, these findings have been organized under the headings of

,time, initructional organiiation, monitoring, management, instruction,

and environme#t. In sum, they suggest th t the effective teacher

(primarily of low SES children in the primAy giades) is one who (1)

uses time efficiently, keeping students engaged with task-related

activities; (2) ortanizes students into medium to large groups for
4,

instruction; (3) correctly monitors work while beihg available to

provide answers to student-initiated questions; .(4) aisumes the role

oi a strong leader; (5) asks low-order questions, ensures that

tudents have the opportunity to learn sufficient amounts of content,

keeps interaction at a luw level of comp1exity structurs lessons

so that students are award of objectives; ant, (6) Sustains a classroom

environment that is warm, friendly, democratic, and relatively free

of disruptive behavior.
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